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THE HONORABLE GEORGE LETOURNEAU
George Letourneau was a resident of Allenstown for over thirty years. He served his community
in many w/ays including service on the Allenstown Budget Committee. He was a member of the
New Hampshire General Court for one term. During his two years in the House of
Representatives, he earned the respect of his colleagues and constituents. Evidence of this was
shown when he was re-elected on November 3, 1992.
"George is remembered for his sense of humor and dedication to serving the people. He served
with integrity and honor and was respected by members of both political parties."
He shall be missed by all!
Quotes by: Gabriel J. Daneault,
State Representative
Aiienstown-Pembroke
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MINUTES OF TOWN MEETING
MARCH 14, 1992
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE TOWN OF ALLENSTOWN, IN THE COUNTY OF MERRIMACK
IN SAID STATE, QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN THE TOWN AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Allenstown Elementary School in Allenstown on
Tuesday, the tenth day of March next, at ten o'clock in the forenoon to act upon the following
subjects:
The Moderator, Ernie Petrin, called the meeting to order at 1:05 p.m. There were 191
registered voters in attendance. Mr. Petrin discussed the guidelines for the meeting.
Everyone joined in reciting the Pledge of Allegiance.
ARTICLE 1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing years.
This Article was taken care of on Tuesday March 10. The results are known.
ARTICLE 2. To see if the Town ofAllenstown will adopt the provisions of RSA 287-E relative
to the conduct of games of bingo and the sale of lucky 7 tickets.
This Article was passed on Tuesday March 10.
ARTICLE 3. (By Petition) To see if the Town of Allenstown will vote to amend the zoning
map as follows: Tax Map page 7, Lots 4, 5 and 6 from Open Space and Farm
Zone to Industrial Zone.
This Article was passed on Tuesday March 10.
ARTICLE 4. (By Petition) To see if the Town of Allenstown will vote to amend the Zoning
Regulations, Article XI, Supplemental Regulations as follows: Add Section 1118.
Uses Not Permitted. The conversion of any existing manufactured housing park
to condominium use shall not be permitted.
This Article was passed on Tuesday March 10.
ARTICLE 5. (By Petition) To see if the Town of Allenstown will vote to amend the Zoning
regulations "Mobile Home Ordinance", Section 1 Adoption of Code by
Reference as follows: Pursuant to RSA 156:1 and 47:22-a, the Town of
Allenstown adopts
the following code by reference: The Standard for Mobile Homes (NFPA No.
501B- 1977), as amended from time to time, recommended by the National Fire
Protection Association.
This Article was passed on Tuesday hAarch 10.
ARTICLE 6. (By Petition) To see if the Town of Allenstown will vote to amend the Zoning
Regulations, "Ordinance Regulating the Installation of Mobile Homes including
Mobile Home Parks", Section 1 - Adoption of Code by Reference as follows:
Pursuant to RSA 156:1, 156A-1 and 47:22-a, the Town of Allenstown adopts the
following code by reference: The Standard for the Installation of Mobile Home
Including Mobile Home Park Requirements (NFPA No. 501a-1977), as amended
from time to time, recommended by the National Fire Protection Association.
This Article was passed on Tuesday March 10.
ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town of Allenstown will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow
money in anticipation of taxes.
A Motion was made by Dennis Fowler and seconded by Mike Collier to accept
Article 7 as read. Voted and passed.
ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town ofAllenstown will vote to authorize its Selectmen to apply for,
accept and expend, without further action by this Town Meeting, any grants,
gifts, or funds that may become available during the 1992 calendar year from
State, Federal, or private sources. Provided that such expenditures be made
for the purposes for which the Town is authorized to appropriate funds, and that
such expenditures do not require the expenditure of other Town funds not
already appropriated for that purpose.
Motion was made by Steve Fowler and seconded by Doris Levesque to accept
Article 8 as read. Voted and passed.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town of Allenstown will vote to authorize its Selectmen to sell any
real estate which the town may have acquired by deed as a result of non-
payment of taxes, and to authorize the Selectmen to give a deed in the name
of the town to the purchaser of such land.
A Motion was made by Dennis Fowler and seconded by Scott Halvorsen to
accept Article 9 as read. The question was asked as to how a sale would be
handled. It was stated that a public sale would be required. Article 9 voted
and passed.
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The Moderator advised that there was a Petition for secret ballot for Article 10,
Article 14, Article 17 and Article 18. The Petition was signed by the following
persons: Donald A. Chaput, Lorette Houle, Bruce R. Cunningham, Cheryl A.
Cunningham, Colin T. Egan and Christine J. Egan. All the people who signed
the secret ballot were present at the meeting.
ARTICLE 10. (By Petition) To see if the Town of Allenstown will vote to conduct a complete
re-evaluation of all classifications of properties in the Town of Allenstown and
to raise and appropriate the necessary funds. The purpose of this article is to
appraise all property on a comparable basis. The Selectmen would be
authorized to conduct either an in-house re-appraisal to be done by certified
persons under the supen/ision of the town's certified appraiser or by an outside
appraisal firm. (This Article is not recommended by the Budget Committee).
A Motion was made by Ron Adinolfo and seconded by Scott Theg to table
Article 10 due to no money appropriated in this Article. Motion passed by voice
vote. Article 10 tabled.
ARTICLE 1 1. (By Petition) To see if the Town of Allenstown will vote to appropriate not more
than Two Hundred Fifty Dollars ($250.00) to pay the yearly cost to the Town for
a street light to be installed on PSNH Pole #2 located at the west side of Route
28 at Deerfield Road. (This Article is recommended by the Budget Committee).
A Motion was made by Steve Fowler and seconded by Fern Bissonnette to
accept Article 11 as read. Voted and passed.
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town of Allenstown will vote to appropriate not more than Three
Thousand Seven Hundred Dollars ($3700.00) from the General Trust Fund for
the purpose of purchasing a computer system for use by the Fire Department.
(This Article is recommended by the Budget Committee).
A Motion was made by Don Peloquin and seconded by Richard Bilodeau to
accept Article 12 as read. The question was asked as to what we planned to
use the computer for. Don Peloquin stated that the computer would be used
for maintenance records, apparatus records, reports, and for the overall
operation of the fire department. He stated that the money was already in the
bank and that if this Article is passed we would merely need to take out the
money to pay for the computer. Mark Labrecque asked why we were spending
so much for software and why we were taking this amount out of the general
trust fund. Mr. Peloquin stated that the fire department did not presently have
a resen/e fund and that we had been borrowing a similar computer once a
month and that shortly we would no longer have use of the loaned computer.
Article 12 voted and passed.
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ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town of Allenstown will vote to appropriate the sum of Six
Thousand Dollars ($6000.00) to fund $.25 per hour step pay raise for all hourly
town employees effective July 1, 1992. (This Article recommended by the
Budget Committee).
A faction was made by Steve Fowler and seconded by Dennis Fowler to accept
Article 13 as read. It was stated that there were currently no pay raises for
hourly employees included in the bottom line of the budget. Greta Gendron
asked who was included in this hourly category. She was told that it was the
highway department, police department, fire department and librarians. Article
13 voted and passed.
Moderator Ernie Petrin stepped aside for Articles 14, 15 and 16 and Ed Cyr took
over as t\/loderator.
ARTICLE 14. (By Petition) To see if the Town of Allenstown will vote to establish a position
of full-time Administrative Assistant. Also to appropriate the sum not to exceed
Twenty-Three Thousand Dollars ($23,000.00) for six (6) months of salary,
benefits and associated costs to find a suitable candidate. The Administrative
Assistant shall answer to the Board of Selectmen. A Search Committee shall be
organized to include the Board of Selectmen and three (3) registered voters of
Allenstown as appointed by the Town Clerk. The appointment shall be made
by the Board of Selectmen, from a field of three (3) finalists chosen by the
Search Committee. This appointment shall be made by July 1, 1992 and filled
by August 1, 1992. (This Article is not recommended by the Budget
Committee).
A Motion was made by Roger Menard and seconded by Ernie Petrin to accept
Article 14 as read. Ernie Petrin spoke on behalf of passing this Article and read
a lengthy job description for this position. Some people stated there was a
need at this point for this position. It was stated that the yearly salary would be
$30,000.00 plus benefits and that the remainder of the money requested
represents costs to find a suitable candidate. It was stated that there were
other towns with similar population as Allenstown who have this position.
Evelyn Guilbeault asked why this Article was not recommended by the Budget
Committee. Mike Collier answered that it was not recommended strictly due to
the financial situation of the town. Ed Emond stated that Allenstown has been
advised for the past ten years to hire an administrator. Greta Gendron asked
how the Selectmen felt about this Article. Dennis Fowler stated that he
supported passing this Article. Rod Towie stated that it would be nice if we
could afford it. Don Coulsey stated that he was against it and felt that
Allenstown could not afford it. Ron Demers asked how much it would cost to
renovate the area. Ron Adinolfo spoke in favor of passing this Article. Article
14 voted and passed by secret ballot. There were 99 yes votes and 94 no
votes.
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ARTICLE 15. (By Petition) To see if the Town ofAllenstown will vote to change the Planning
board members and alternates from appointed position by the Board of
Selectmen to an elected three-year position. Said election for the first year for
the members would be one (1) one-year term, one (1) two-year term and two
(2) three-year terms. Said election for the first year for the alternates would be
one (1) one-year term, one (1) two-year term and one (1) three
-year term. After the first year, all terms will be for three (3) years.
A motion was made by Ed Emond and seconded by Ron Adinolfo to table
Article 15. Motion passed. Article 15 tabled.
Lorraine Fontaine asl<ed what was the point of petitioning the town for change
if an Article is defeated before it is discussed.
ARTICLE 16. (By Petition) To see if the Town of Allenstown will vote to change the Zoning
Board Members and alternates from appointed position by the Board of
Selectmen to an elected three-year position. Said election for the first year for
the members would be one (1) one-year term, one (1) two-year term and two
(2) three-year terms. Said election for the first year for the alternates would be
one (1) one-year term, one (1) two-year term and one (1) three-year term. After
the first year all terms will be for three (3) years.
A motion was made by Maurice Michaud and seconded by Roland Martel to
accept Article 16 as read. Lorraine Fontaine stated that Allenstown needed a
change and that she would like to see politics taken out of town matters.
Dennis Fowler took the floor and stated that we can't even get anyone to
volunteer for these positions, how can we get anyone to run for office.
A motion was made by Lorraine Fontaine and seconded by Asher Kneeland to
amend Article 16 to delete the reference to the word "alternates" to read as
follows:
ARTICLE 16. (By Petition) To see if the Town ofAllenstown will vote to change
the Zoning Board members from appointed position by the Board of Selectmen
to an elected three-year position. Said election for the first year for the
members would be one (1) one-year term, one (1) two-year term and two (2)
three-year terms. After the first year all terms will be for three (3) years.
Amendment voted and passed. Article 16 as amended defeated by a show of
hands. There were 61 yes votes and 102 no votes.
A motion was made by Colin Egan and seconded by Lorraine Fontaine to
reconsider Article 15. Motion defeated.
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ARTICLE 17. (By Petition) To see if the Town of Allenstown will vote to create an elected
three (3) member Police Commission. The Police Commission will have
complete control of the Police Department replacing the Board of Selectmen
in all decisions. Said election for the first year for the Commission would be
one (1) one-year term, one (1) two-year term and one (1) three-year term. After
the first year all terms will be for three (3) years.
A motion was made by Doris Levesque and seconded by Don Chaput to accept
Article 17 as read. Don Chaput stated that since Article 14 passed the
Selectmen would have more time to take care of Police Department matters and
this Article is now not necessary. Someone asked whether this would be a paid
position and was told that the way the Article reads it wouldn't be paid. Of the
people who petitioned for a secret ballot, there were not five who wished to go
ahead with a secret ballot for this Article. Article 1 7 voted on and defeated.
ARTICLE 18. (By Petition) To see if the Town of Allenstown will vote to authorize its
Selectmen in selecting our next police chief to publicize the opening, gather all
applications and send them to the New Hampshire Municipal Association. The
New Hampshire Municipal Association will select the top three (3) applicants,
and then the Selectmen can pick one out of the top three (3) applicants.
A motion was made by Ron Adinolfo and seconded by Mike Ortisi to table
Article 18. By a show of hands Article 18 tabled. There were 93 yes votes and
75 no votes.
ARTICLE 19. To see if the Town of Allenstown will vote to authorize its Selectmen to give a
quitclaim deed to the owners of a certain tract of land located at 43 School
Street, Tax Map Page 15, Lot 159.
A motion was made by Gabriel Daneault and seconded by Dennis Fowler to
accept Article 19 as read. It was stated that the bank was requesting the town
to quitclaim this piece of land even though the town doesn't own it. Article 19
voted and passed.
ARTICLE 20. To see if the Town of Allenstown will vote to have the Town collect property
taxes on a semi-annual basis.
A motion was made by Dennis Fowler and seconded by Scott Theg to accept
Article 20 as read. It was stated that passing this Article would help eliminate
the poor cash flow situation in town. The collection periods would probably be
the end of June and the end of December. Someone asked what the town was
doing about its collection problems. Diane Emond stated that we were using
collection agencies and that we had recentlybecome associated with the Credit
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Bureau. It was stated that last year the town had paid $120,000.00 in interest
on anticipation notes and that semi-annual collection would greatly reduce that
amount. By a show of hands, 94 yes votes and 76 no votes. Article 20 voted
and passed.
ARTICLE 21. To see if the Town of Allenstown will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen
to purchase capital equipment from the State, Federal Surplus and private
programs, when such equipment becomes available and such purchase is in
the best interest of the Town of Allenstown. Said capital equipment purchase
is to be made from current appropriations.
A motion was made by Mike Collier and seconded by Steve Fowler to accept
Article 21 as read. It was stated that we needed to pass this Article every year
because of the DF(A regulations. Article 21 voted and passed.
ARTICLE 22. To see if the Town of Allenstown will vote to give a one (1%) percent discount
on all 1992 property taxes paid within fifteen (15) days after mailing of the tax
bills.
A motion was made by Mike Collier and seconded by Scott Theg to accept
Article 22 as read. It was stated that the 1% discount would be applied to the
current balance due on each six month billing.
A motion was made by Lisa Meffert and seconded by Vic Ranfos to amend
Article 22 by changing the fifteen (15) day reference to thirty (30) days.
Amendment passed. Article 22 voted and passed as amended.
ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town of Allenstown will vote to accept the budget as submitted by
the Budget Committee and to raise and appropriate the sums therein or pass
any vote in relation thereto.
A motion was made by Mike Collier and seconded by Roger Menard to accept
the budget as submitted in the amount of $2, 103,773.00.
Ron Adinolfo spoke in favor of the need for increasing the parks and recreation
budget to what he had last year. He stated that this year he had mandatory
maintenance to do and that if the extra money was not appropriated we
wouldn't be able to donate to Little League and softball programs this year.
Henriette Girard asked why there was a discrepancy on page 30 for the net
assessed valuation and on page 32 for the net assessed valuation. Dennis
Fowler stated that he would look into it and find out why. Mrs. Girard also
questioned line 11 on page 32 where it refers to 164 exemptions. She asked
whether anyone ever checked with banks etc. to verify if applicants were
actually eligible. She was told that banks would not give out the information.
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^ motion was made by Jim Boisvert and seconded by Roger Menard to add the
amount of $4,300.00 to line 4520 in Parks and Recreation. Voted and passed.
A motion was made by Richard Bilodeau and seconded by Rick Morin to add
the amount of $7,500.00 to the fire department line 4220 for the purchase of a
defibrillator to be housed at the Allenstown Fire Department. Voted and passed.
A motion was made by Roger Blazon and seconded by Henriette Girard to cut
$44,750.00 from the budget. Dennis Fowler stated that the budget was a bare
bones budget as it was presented and that the Budget Committee and
department heads had done a good job with their budgets. Amendment
defeated.
IVIike Collier stated that the town portion of the budget would be around $8.80,
down from last year's $9.27 for a $.47 reduction, and that the school portion
would be around $18.73, up from last year's $17.97, for a total increase of
around $.25.
A motion was made by Roger IVIenard and seconded by Ron Adinolfo to accept
the budget as amended in the amount of $2, 1 15,573.00. Voted and passed.
ARTICLE 24. To hear reports of auditors, agents and committees or of officers here before
chosen, to pass any vote in relation thereto.
Dennis Fowler read and presented Gabriel Daneault with the following
Resolution:
RESOLUTION
Whereas Selectman Gabriel Daneault is a life long resident of the Town of Allenstown.
And, whereas Selectman Daneault has dedicated thirty-six years of his life to sen/e the
citizens and taxpayers of Allenstown.
And, whereas Selectman Daneault continues to serve his community as a
Representative to the General Court of New Hampshire.
And, whereas Selectman Daneault has chosen to retire from the office of Selectman
for the Town of Allenstown.
Therefore be it resolved, that the minutes of the Annual Meeting for the Town of
Allenstown on March 14, 1992 show that the citizens and taxpayers of Allenstown do hereby
extend a heartfelt and sincere applause of thanks to our neighbor, friend, and long standing
"Town Father", Gabriel Daneault.
Given this 14th Day of March in the year of our Lord 1992 by the citizens of Allenstown,
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Given this 14th Day of March in the year of our Lord 1992 by the citizens of Allenstown,
New Hampshire.
ARTICLE 25. To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
Someone asked for an update on the Cutting lawsuit. Glen Milner stated that
the bond had been approved. It was set to issue in July. The case will
probably come to trial some time in the fall of this year.
Lorraine Fontaine asked about funds collected through the recycling program.
She was told that as soon as the program becomes self sufficient funds would
be used for the town kids.
A motion was made by Roger Menard and seconded by Ron Adinolfo to
adjourn.
Meeting Adjourned at 3:45 p.m.
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TO]NN OF ALLENSTOWN
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
1993 TOWN WARRANT
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE TOWN OF ALLENSTOWN, IN THE COUNTY OF MERRIMACK
IN SAID STATE, QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN THE TOWN AFFAIRS:
ARTICLE 1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing years.
ARTICLE 2. To see if the Town ofAllenstown will vote to adopt a Solid Waste
Program. (This article is recommended by the Planning and
Zoning Board).
ARTICLE 3. To see if the Town of Allenstown will vote to change the zoning
classification on the parcel of land on Map 5, Lots 11 & 12
located on Route 28 at the northerly end of River Road to the
entry of Bear Brook Villa from Open Space and Farm to Industrial
to be in compliance with its current use and that which is across
the street. (This article is recommended by the Planning and
Zoning Board).
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town ofAllenstown will vote to add to Mobile Home
Ordinance:
1113 i Replacement of Existing Manufactured Homes
a. No manufactured home can be replaced by any
other manufactured home which results in a
decrease in distance between existing abutting
manufactured homes unless at least thirty (30) feet
is maintained between said manufactured home and
the existing abutting manufactured homes.
b. When any manufactured home is replaced, the lot
must be brought up to current standards in
accordance with RSA 156:1, 156A-1 and 47:22-a,
NFPA no. 501 a-1977 and any local ordinances that
may apply. (This article is recommended by the
Planning and Zoning Board).
ARTICLE 5. To see if the Town ofAllenstown will vote to adopt the definitions
for structure, building, towerand carport in Article II of the Zoning
IH
ARTICLE 6.
Ordinances. And to delete either the word building or structure from each zone
where applicable. (This article is recommended by the Planning and Zoning
Board).
To see if the Town of Allenstown will vote to include carports in
the Business, Residential and Open Space and Farm Zone. And
to amend in the Supplemental Regulations Article, Section 1118
Uses Not Permitted:
b. No more than one (1) unregistered, inoperable or uninspected
motor vehicle shall be allowed in the Residential Zone.
c. No more than two (2) unregistered, inoperable or uninspected
motor vehicles shall be allowed on any lot in any other zone
unless housed in a building or unless the lot is in current use
as a licensed motor vehicle dealership. (This article is
recommended by the Planning and Zoning Board).
ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town of Allenstown will vote to adopt in the
Administration Article, Section 301 Building Inspector:
b. Enforcement of this zoning ordinance shall be pursuant to
RSA 676:17-b. (This article is recommended by the Planning
and Zoning Board).
ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow
money in anticipation of taxes.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen
to apply for, accept, and expend, without further action by Town
Meeting, any money from state, federal, or other governmental unit
or private source which becomes available during the year, in
accordance with RSA 31:95-b.
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to authorize its Selectmen to convey
any real estate acquired by the Town by tax collector's deed.
Such conveyance shall be by deed following a public auction, or
the property may be sold by advertised sealed bids, or may be
otherwise disposed of as justice may require, pursuant to RSA
80:80.
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen
to purchase capital equipment from the state, federal surplus and
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private programs, when such equipment becomes available and such purchase
is in the best interest of the Town of Allenstown. Said capital equipment
purchase is to be made from current appropriations.
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen
to accept gifts of personal property which may be offered to the
town for any public purpose, pursuant to RSA 31:95-e. The
selectmen must hold a public hearing before accepting any such
gift, and the acceptance shall not bind the town to raise,
appropriate or expend any public funds for the operation,
maintenance, repair, or replacement of any such personal
property.
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town of Allenstown will vote to appropriate not more
than Six Thousand Dollars ($6,000) from the General Trust Fund
for the purpose of purchasing a photocopier for the Town Hall.
This expenditure to be made only in the case of failure of the
existing copier. (This article recommended by the Budget
Committee).
ARTICLE 14. (By Petition) To see if the voters of the Town of Allenstown would
authorize the Selectmen to make an in-house computer
reevaluation of the properties of the Town. The total cost not to
exceed the sum of Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000) to bring all
properties in line with current values. (This article not
recommended by the Budget Committee).
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town of Allenstown will vote to appropriate the sum
of Ninety Six Thousand Seven Hundred and Eighteen Dollars
($96,718) from the Fire Department Capital Resen/e Fund for the
purpose of paying off the remainder of the lease purchase. (This
article recommended by the Budget Committee).
ARTICLE 16. To see if the Town of Allenstown will vote to appropriate not more
than Six Thousand Five Hundred Twenty Dollars ($6,520) from the
Fire Department Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of
purchasing six I^SA Ultralight r\/IMR airpacks. (This article
recommended by the Budget Committee).
ARTICLE 17. (By Petition) To see if the Town will vote to accept the gift of an
aerial ladder fire truck from the Allenstown Firefighters
Association. Said truck to be used by the Fire Department.
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ARTICLE 18. (By Petition) To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
accept the following as a Town Street: Riverside Park Drive as
shown on the official Town of Allenstown Property Tax Map.
ARTICLE 19. (By Petition) To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
accept the following as Town Streets: Riverside Park Drive,
JHiehe Road as shown on the official Town ofAllenstown Property
Tax Map.
ARTICLE 20. (By Petition) To see if the Town of Allenstown will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000) to
surface with crushed gravel the entire length of Riverside Drive
which is JllOths of one (1) mile. (This article not recommended
by the Budget Committee).
ARTICLE 21. To see if the Town of Allenstown will vote to authorize the Board
of Selectmen to appropriate the sum of Sixteen Thousand Five
Hundred Dollars ($16,500) from the Highway Department Capital
Resen/e Fund for the purpose of purchasing a wood chipper.
(This article recommended by the Budget Committee).
ARTICLE 22. To see if the Town of Allenstown will vote to authorize the Board
of Selectmen to withdraw the sum of Twenty Five Thousand
Dollars ($25,000) from the Highway Department Capital Resen/e
Fund for the purpose of purchasing a 1993 Ford 1-ton. (This
article recommended by the Budget Committee).
ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town of Allenstown will vote to establish a capital
reserve fund pursuant to RSA 35:1 (Supp.) for the purpose of
replacing public safety facilities for the Town of Allenstown and to
place One Thousand Dollars ($1,000) into said fund. (This article
not recommended by the Budget Committee).
ARTICLE 24. To see if the Town of Allenstown will vote to establish a capital
reserve fund pursuant to RSA 35:1 (Supp.) for the purpose of
replacing the highway facility for the Town of Allenstown and to
place One Thousand Dollars ($1,000) into said fund. (This article
not recommended by the Budget Committee).
ARTICLE 25. To see if the Town of Allenstown will vote to authorize the Board
of Selectmen to accept on behalf of the town: gifts, legacies and
devises made to the town in trust for any public purpose, as
permitted by RSA 31:19.
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ARTICLE 26. To see // the Town will vote to give a (1%) one-percent discount
on all 1993 property taxes paid within fifteen (15) days after
mailing of the tax bills.
ARTICLE 27. To see if the Town will vote to accept the budget as submitted by
the Budget Committee and to raise and appropriate the sums
therein or pass any vote in relation thereto.
ARTICLE 28. To hear reports of auditors, agents and committees or of officers
here before chosen, to pass any vote in relation thereto.
ARTICLE 29. To transact any other business that may legally come before said
meeting.
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN UNTIL SEVEN O'CLOCK IN THE P.f\/I.
The business meeting and reading of the Warrant will be held at the St. Jean the Baptist
Parish Hall in said Allenstown at 1:00pm, Saturday, March 13, 1993. Given under our hands
and sealed this seventeenth day of February, 1993.
-7 -r-^'?
L K^'r>u. 1,1 C'' Q^ /I
Board of Selectmen
A true copy of Warrant - ATTEST
We certify that we gave notice to the inhabitants within named, to meet at the time and place
and for the purpose within mentioned, posting at attested copy of the within Warrant at the
place of meeting within named, and a list attested copy at the !\Aunicipal Building being a
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CITY/TOWN OF ALLENSTOWN Due September 1 MS-4
REVISED ESTIMATED REVENUES (RSA 21-J:34)







January 01, 1992 - December 31, 1992
MUNICIPAL BOND BANK:
Bond Issue - Cutting Lawsuit $700,000.00
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS:
Cap. Reserve - Mt. Delight Road 5, 125.93





Hwy - Dump stickers. Tire Coupons
Use of Dump
Police - Parking Fees & Court Receipts
Accident Reports & Cruiser Use
WELFARE:







January 01, 1992 - December 31, 1992
Closed Bank of NH Payroll Acct. 5, 779.53
Closed Bank of NH Savings Acct. 50, 304. 67
Reimburse from Pembroke/Lease Line 692.50
INTEREST ON DEPOSITS:
Bank of New Hampshire 15,604.27
Tfie Valley Bank 9,777.74
$25,382.01
$6,893,334.90
Bank of New Hampshire Tax Anticipation Loans $500,000.00
The Valley Bank Tax Anticipation Loans $2,000,000.00
GRAND TOTAL $9,393,334.90
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TOWN CLERK'S REPORT FOR THE YEAR 1992
FEES






















TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT FOR THE YEAR 1992
1993
Uncollected Taxes
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT FOR THE YEAR 1992
1993
Remitted to Treasurer
LAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT FOR THE YEAR 1992
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION












ELECTRIC. GAS & PIPELINE COMPANY
Insert valuation of plant used In production, distribution and transmission. The total in each column should agree with the
totals listed under the corresponding items on Page 2 of this report. (RSA 72:8)
Report of Trust and Capital Reserve Funds
Town of Allenstown
Report of The Trust Funds of The City or Town of
ALLENSTOWH





SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
AS OF DECEMBER 1992
DESCRIPTION
City/Town Hall - Land & BIdgs.
Furniture & Equipment
Library - Land & BIdgs.
Furniture & Equipment
Police Department Equipment
Fire Department - Land & BIdgs.
F.D. Equipment
Highway Department - Land & BIdgs.
Hwy. Equipment
Materials & Supplies
Parks, Commons & Playgrounds
Sewer Plants & Facilities


















DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES











CUTTING vs TOWN OF ALLENSTOWN
NEW HAMPSHIRf MUNICIPAL BONP B«N>:
1993 SERIES * BONDS • NONGUAKaM EED ISSUE ** FROM SEIIUKENI DAIE *• fiscal Teaf Ervting December 31
TOWN OF ALLENSTOWN








We have audited the financial statements of the Town of Allenstown for the year ended
December 31, 1991, and have issued our report thereon dated May 08, 1992. In planning
and performing our audit, we considered the Town's internal control structure in order to
determine the scope of our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion
on the financial statements. Our review of these systems was not intended to provide
assurance on the internal control structure and should not be relied on for that purpose.
Under the standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants,
reportable conditions involve matters coming to our attention relating the significant
deficiencies in the design or operation of the internal control structure that, in our judgment,
could adversely affect the Town's ability to record, process, summarize, and report financial
data consistent with the assertions of management in the financial statements.
A material weakness is a reportable condition in which the design or operation of one of more
of the internal control structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that
errors or irregularities in amounts that would be material in relation to the financial statements
being audited may occur and not be detected within a timely period by employees in the
normal course of performing their assigned functions.
The following conditions were noted that we do not consider to be material weaknesses:
PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM
Although the Town has a purchase order system in place, we noted that many purchase
orders were completed only after receipt of the matching invoice. The purchase order should
be completed and approved before the product is received or the sen/ice is rendered.
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NEED FOR ADEQUATE STAFFING OF ACCOUNTING PERSONNEL
We have previously recommended that the Town consider employing an experienced
accountant because of the varied accounting problems that exist in the Town's financial
department. We have noted, however, that the voters authorized the position of a full-time
administrative assistant. We recommend that Town Officials seek an individual who
possesses some accounting background as well as administrative skills.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of management and others within
the administration. This restriction is not intended to limit distribution of this report, which
upon acceptance by the Board of Selectmen is a matter of public record.
In closing, we would like to express our appreciation to those persons whose cooperations
and assistance have helped us to achieve efficiencies in completing our audit.
After you have had an opportunity to review our audit report and comments above, we would






Colin T. Egan, Ghainnan (1993)
Robert W. Plourde, Connmissioner (1994)
Albert C. Hamel , Caimissioner (1995)
TO THE CITIZENS OF ALLENSTOWN, NEW HAMPSHIRE:
With the closing of 1992 we have seen yet another year of outstanding performance by
the Treatment Facility. Very few minor operational parameters were exceeded, and we
are currently working on ways to eliminate those as well.
In compliance with the Municipal Wastewater Pollution Prevention Program, sponsored
by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the New Haitpshire Department of.
Environmental Services (NHDES) an "Annual Self-Assessment Report" (ASAR) was filed
with these agencies in February. The response received fron NHDES indicates Effluent
Quality/Plant Performance are commendable due to "demonstrated inprovements or
higher than average performance". On the other side of the coin NHDES also ccntnents
on the need to address the problems of old equipment, collection system problems,
and insufficient replacement funding.
The Commission and staff would like to take this opportunity to inform everyone of
the Adoption of the recodification of the Allenstown Sewer Ordinances, 1992 Version.
This new version of the Sewer Ordinance and associated Design and Construction
Standards became effective Decesrber 8, 1992. Copies of these dociments are available
at the Sewer Cormission office. Although conformance with these regulations may be
a painful experience in many cases, the Sewer Commission hcis an obligation to
entorce compliance for the welfare of the users of the sewer system, safekeeping of
the sewer works, the public good, and ultimately the protection of the waters of the
town and state.
The EPA has instituted new regulations concerning the disposal of bio-solids. These
new regulations became effective December 1st, 1992. Preliminary review of these
regulations indicates they may have a minimal inpact of our current disposal
program, (although actual agency interpretation heis not yet taken place). The NHDES
is expected to issue their own regulations in the not too distant future, which
could have an innpact on our disposal program. We will be monitoring these regulatory
changes closely.
We look forward to serving the ccnmunity in the coming year with quality and











































To The Citizens of Allenstown:
In 1992 you have read about and viewed the increase in crime and violence that has been
erupting throughout the country as well as here in our little town ofAllenstown. The Allenstown
Police Department has faced numerous criminal activities including home invasions, assaults,
selling of illegal drugs and the sexual exploitation of children. In each situation, the officers
have responded to the needs of the community with efficiency and with the highest possible
regard to the safety and rights of all those involved.
In many a crisis, I have also seen examples of courage, kindness and decency in our
community. Citizens of one neighborhood of our community who were being threatened by
nightly burglaries formed a "neighborhood watch" group. An officer worked on his own time
and spent many hours in the battle against the drug dealers in our community. Another officer
spent numerous hours counseling misguided and delinquent juveniles within the community.
Town employees donated their time in the gathering and wrapping of approximately five
hundred Christmas gifts for unfortunate children in our community. Individuals from our town
made donations and contributed many food items in order to provide one hundred fifty less
fortunate families in this community a happier holiday season.
We must be able to enjoy safe streets and homes again and we must be proud of our
neighborhoods within the community, thus stimulating us to manage societies problems in
these changing times. To complete this task, I ask that each one of you work with the police,
town government, and with your neighbor in making Allenstown a safe and crime free
environment.
I praise all ofmy police officers for their hard work, their tact, patience and restraint in dealing
with the constant daily pressures of their jobs. I for one will continue to support each one of
them.
In closing, your continual support and backing of each police officer and the department will
give them every opportunity to sun/ive the hazards they face in their daily struggle to protect
us from the destructive elements in our society. The police need the confidence of the
community to be behind us.




THE FOLLOWING IS A STATISTICAL BREAKDOWN OF CALLS FOR 1991 AND 1992 WHICH




































To the Citizens of Allenstown:
During this past year, fire losses have gone down. This can be attributed to good fire
prevention practices and early detection of a fire. It is apparent that the increased use of
smoke detectors has had an impact on early detection of fires. As in previous years, I urge
you to test your smoke detectors monthly, and for those of you who have a battery-powered
smoke detector to change your batteries twice a year. A good way to remember this is when
you change your clocks in the Spring and Fall.
As the State of New Hampshire prepares for the enhanced 9-1-1 emergency reporting system
in 1995, I must remind you to continue to use the present emergency number 225-3355 to
report a fire/rescue, until the enhanced 9-1-1 system is implemented. There were two
emergency calls this past year that actually delayed the notification of the fire department.
The caller dialing 9-1-1 reached an operator in another state, delaying the call to the fire
dispatch center. If you need phone stickers displaying the emergency phone number 225-
3355, please call the fire station. They are also available at the Town Hall.
As the training program for your firefighters is an ongoing process, from the time they enter
the department until the day they leave, it continues to enhance the quality of their
performance which is needed to meet the challenges of modern day firefighting.
As we are a call fire department, we are always looking for new members. If you are
interested, please the fire station for more information.




FIRE INCIDENTS FOR 1992
Appliance Fire 4
Chimney Fires 7
Brush and Grass Fires 10
Vehicle Fires 8
Municipal Box Alarms 23
Motor Vehicle Accidents 18
Electrical Problems 10
Investigations 4
Flammable Gas Leaks or Spills 4
Hazardous Materials Incidents 3
Non-Permit Fires 9
Structure Fires
REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND STATE FOREST RANGER
1992 was below average for wildfires reported in our state. Our largest fire was in May in
Rumney where a suspicious origin fire burned approximately 150 acres with a total cost of
approximately $30,000. The NH Division of Forests and Lands assisted many other
communities in wildland fire suppression as well.
Our fire outlook towers reported 289 fires, burning a total of 136 acres. Our major causes of
fires were fires kindled without a permit, unknown causes and children.
Please help your town and state forest fire officials with fire prevention. New Hampshire State
Law (RSA 224:27) required that, "No person, firm or corporation shall kindle or cause to be
kindled, any fire or burn, or cause to be burned any material in the open, except when the
ground is covered with snow, without first obtaining a written fire permit from the Forest Fire
Warden of the town where the burning is to be done." Violation of this statute is a
misdemeanor, punishable by a fine of up to $1,000 and/or a year in jail and you are liable for
all fire suppression costs.
Local fire departments are responsible for suppressing fires. The small average fire size of
.47 acres/fire is a tribute to early detection by the public or our fire tower system and the
quick response of our trained local fire department. Please help your Warden and fire
department by requesting and obtaining an fire permit before kindling an open fire.
The NH Division of Forests and Lands assisted 28 towns with a total of $20,000 in 50/50 cost
share grants for firefighter safety items and wildland suppression equipment in 1992.
If you have any questions regarding New Hampshire forest fire laws, please contact your local
Forest Fire Warden, State Forest Ranger, or Division of Forests and Lands at 271-2217; for fire
permits and information, call 485-9202.
Forest Fire Statistics 1992
State District Town of: Allenstown




Richard Chase, Forest Ranger
Donald Peloquin, Forest Fire Warden
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ALLENSTOWN HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
To the Citizens of Allenstown:
To begin, I would like to familiarize you with the members of the department. Mike Chaput,
the Department foreman; Normand Hamel, our equipment operator, and Jeff Amyot, truck
driver and laborer, have all been with the highway crew since 1982. Marc Boisvert, our
preventive maintenance and repairman, has been with the Department since 1988 and our
newest member, Steve Fowler has been with the Department since 1992. I have sen/ed with
the Department since 1981.
1992 has proved to be a very busy and productive year within the highway department. The
Capital Improvement projects consisted of a shim and overlay of Ferry St., Webster St.,
Whitten St., Reynolds Ave., part of Library St., part of Granite St. Ext., Diane Ave., and a part
of Deerfield Road. A finish coat was added to Mt. Delight Road. Repair of surface water
problems were completed on River Road and Summers Avenue and many new catch basins
were repaired or replaced during the year.
Also during the year, many hours were put into our landfill and recycling projects now being
done by the Highway Dept. personnel. Loss and preventive maintenance programs have
been very beneficial to the Town and equipment. Training in many areas on safety in doing
the job right has proven very beneficial to the Town.
I would like to thank my staff for their professionalism and job performance during the year





The year 1992 was great for the Welfare Department. The budget was decreased by
roughly $40,000.00 and with the new property tax law over $5,309.60 was brought back
into the tax office in 6 months. Repayments were over $6,074.11.
The work program is still doing very well. We've had 35 people working on many projects
that needed to be done, and it also helped to keep spending costs down. The work
program people are not paid with cash, but are credited $4.25 per hour which is applied
to the balance in the books. The total amount of monies worked off was $20,329.88. I
would like to give a special thank you to Road Agent, Jim Boisvert who has helped make
the work program run so well.
In 1992 we opened a clothing closet, ana all the donations are greatly appreciated. I
would also like to thank all the citizens of Allenstown who donated money, toys and food
during the Holiday season. There have been money donations made for the clothes
closet and the Holiday projects. Diane Demers and I are trying to start a trust fund for all
monetary donations made at either the clothes closet or for Holiday projects, so it will just
be used for needy children on the holidays and upkeep for the clothes closet. Anyone
who works at the clothes closet is not paid, it is strictly voluntary.
During the Holiday season we helped 87 families with food and supplied clothing, toys,
etc. for 147 children.
The Welfare Dept. helped 102 families, 59 single/elderly and 190 children for 1992.
Telephone: $242.11 Electricity: $15,819.71
Clothing: $30.00 Rent: $108,322.23
Medical: $14,613.10 Food: $11,489.20
M/sc; $1184.46 Heat: $4,894.46





Hi! It's that time of year again. May we ctiat with you for just a few minutes? We'd
like to reminisce, to look back, to appreciate what materialized at the Allenstown Public
Library in 1992.
In spite of the bad economy, which put us on a freeze from buying books and other
materials, and consequently, delayed the repairs for the expansion of the lower level, we had
a fairly good year. Even if we had to compensate, to make due with less, we believe that we
managed to keep our patrons happy.
The work that remains to be done downstairs entails bringing the back entrance to
current fire codes. The reasons for the expansion are to transform part of the old furnace
room into a reference room and, at the same time, expand our fiction department. We hope
that all the work will be done soon. (We have applied for matching funds from the State to
help us out). We are getting bigger and, we'd like to think better. More and more people are
coming to the library. We are always happy to see them, to welcome new members and to
help with their library needs.
Ifyou have not visited your library lately, please pay us a visit and discover all the "NEW
ARRIVALS'; for example, "How to Fix a Car", "How to Apply at Colleges", "How to Write a
Resume", "How to Write a Term Paper" - to name a few. Many books were outdated and
needed to be replaced. A new set of the Encyclopedia "Americana" is ordered and "The
Books of Knowledge" for the younger children will be helpful. We are very happy to
announce that we now have daily newspapers for your reading pleasure. When you pass by,
come in, enjoy the warm, inviting, peaceful atmosphere of our library. Visitors never fail to
mention its friendly rustic coziness.
Sixty years ago the town fathers began to realize that the town needed a permanent
site to build a library. We discovered in the Town Reports of 1933 that a special appropriation
of $500.00 was made for a library building. In 1934 the land was purchased from the
Suncook Mills at the cost of $385.00. Those present at the signing were J. Linzee Welds,
Treasurer of the Suncook Mills, and Alex Marshall, Pay-Master. It was notarized by Hector P.
Stokes who sen/ed as Selectman for the Town from 1923 to 1932. I, Georgette Stokes
Plourde, am proud to sen/e as librarian and I am doubly proud that my dad notarized this
important document. Others presumed to be present were Town Selectmen Amedee
Beauchesne, Alfred P. Girard and George Levesque. We continue to do our very best to
keep the building ship-shape in preparation for its 60th Anniversary soon to come. We'd like
to make this celebration a gala event. With your assistance and good will, we are confident
that it will be successful and worthy of the occasion.
Many Thanks to the Highway Department, the Police Department and the Fire
Department. They are prompt and courteous in answering our calls. Miriam Boulet who had
been a volunteer for many years has now returned to North Carolina, her home state. We
wish her much happiness in the future. Pauline Demers now donates her time as Miriam did.
We welcome her with gratitude and open arms. There are so many duties that a Friend of the
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Library can do. Bettye Richard, the Assistant Librarian, has returned to her post after a brief
absence. Welcome bacl< Bettye. Pauline Chroniak is Substitute Librarian. Thanks Pauline
for all that you do and also, for being ready to fill in on short notice. Our Trustees Vivien
Doane, Vicki Kneeland and JoAnn Menard exhibit a keen interest in the library. Their wise
decisions help make our group what it is. They are supportive and understanding and we
extend our sincere thanks.
We leave you with this thought... "A ROOM WITHOUT BOOKS IS A BODY WITHOUT





ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER'S REPORT
TOWN OF ALLENSTOWN
1992
This year has been extremely busy as noted in the enclosed table. In addition to
the items listed in the table, two cows were rounded up on Mount Delight Road, domestic
rabbits captured and two parakeets were also collected.
Please remember that dogs need to be on a leash, run or in a fenced-in area when
outside by themselves and/or not under complete control by their owner. All pets should
be sheltered from the cold and have plenty of clean water in all seasons.
Items of importance to note:
* Dog licenses expire April 30th of each year. Be sure to get a
new license for your pet!
* The population of domestic animals in Allenstown is OUT OF
CONTROL. PLEASE SPAY OR NEUTER YOUR PET!
* Effective January 1, 1993 ALL CATS & DOGS three months of
age and older must be vaccinated against rabies.
Per RSA 436:100
There is a serious outbreak of Mid-Atlantic Strain rabies in the New England
states. New Hampshire has had 5 bats, 3 raccoons and 1 horse diagnosed
positive for rabies this year. During the last week of 1992, a racoon was
diagnosed positive for rabies in Sandown, NH. Massachusetts diagnosed
32 cases of rabies in the last three months; Vermont - 22; Connecticut - now
has more than half of the state infected with the Mid-Atlantic Strain in 18





CENTRAL NEW HAMPSHIRE REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
329 Daniel Webster Highway
Boscawen, New Hampshire 03303
(603) 796-2129
The Central New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission (CNHRPC) is a voluntary
association of 19 towns and the City of Concord in Merrimack and Hillsborough Counties.
The Town of Allenstown is a member in good standing of the Commission.
THE CNHRPC is one of nine RPC's organized under RSA 36:45-53 to prepare coordinated
regional plans and to assist communities with local planning activities. Every city and town
in New Hampshire is within an organized region.
Our principle charge is to prepare a coordinated plan for the region, while providing planning
assistance to member communities. Our accomplishments over the last year include:
The Commission adopted the Housing Element of the Regional f^aster Plan in September.
The plan identifies housing needs in the region, the role of the CNHRPC in housing, and
methods to address housing in towns and cities.
The regional transportation plan is the focus of our current fiscal year We intend to complete
the plan and our first ever transportation improvement program (TIP), the capital improvement
plan for transportation in the region.
The plans of the nine regions form the basis for the state transportation plan. The state plan
will become increasingly dependent on regional plans for data, public involvement, and
transportation alternatives.
If the region and its communities are to maintain and improve its transportation infrastructure,
we must approach consensus on our transportation priorities, both in terms of general
objectives and in terms of specific projects. The input of every community is therefore
critical, so we intend to devote considerable effort to public input on the plan and TIP.
In 1992, the CNHRPC published the Cooperative Purchases and l\/1uniciDal Sen/ices Study in
which we identified the range of services provided by our communities, the general
purchasing methods used, sources of information on improved purchasing methods, and the
level of interest in cooperative purchases and services delivery in each community.
The Commission continues to provide high quality and timely sen/ices to member
municipalities through circuit riding, master plan assistance, research and other technical
assistance.
With technical assistance from the RPC and in cooperation with interested cities and towns,




Funds for Community Action Program continue to be generated in many ways. Support for
tfie Area Center is based on local tax dollars. In tfiis way, we can provide, thirough our Area
Center, local sen/ice delivery of our many programs as well as effective outreach, needs
assessment and program development. If we are to be effective in delivering services in your
town, as well as others in our area, the Area Center is vital. In the area of program
development, I'd like to take a moment to thank you for your interest and support of our
programs.
The attached budget reflects minimum costs of maintaining the SuncookArea Center. It also
delineates the budget request for Allenstown. This figure is determined by the local
community participation level and services provided. We all empathize and are well aware
of the financial pressures and economic problems of local communities. These same
pressures and problems have and are constantly increasing the demand and need for
Community Action assistance and sen/ices to families and individuals with low incomes. We
will continue to work closely with your welfare officer to ensure the maximum availability of
our program, as well as continue to mobilize any resources that become available to help
serve your community.
In order to comply with specific requests for much more detailed and documented activities
in the Suncook Area Center, we have included a brief note on each of our programs with
figures as to how many people from Allenstown participated in these programs. We hope this
makes our sen/ices clearer and as always, will be happy to answer any questions that may
arise. Thank you for your continued cooperation.
Therefore, on behalf of the Suncook Community Action Area Center and the $238,947.82
worth of sen/ice dollars provided to the Town of Allenstown, I respectfully request a formal
review and consideration of our services and submit the following recommendation from the
Budget Committee: "To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $12,
105.00 for the continuation of services to the low income residents of Allenstown through the
Suncook Area Center of the Community Action Program Belknap-Merrimack Counties, Inc.
















Program Travel -- 5800 Miles x .26
































SUXHARY 0? i'ERVICES 1592
PROVIDED TO
ALLSllSTOWH RESIDENTS
BY THE 5U11C00K AREA CENTER
BELKliflP-KERRIKACK COKHUNITY ACTION ?R0GRA:<
SERVICE DE3CRIFTI0S iiSITS OF SERVICE HO'JSEHOLDS/PERSOliS TOTAL VALUE
COXHODITY SUPPLEHESTAL FOOD PROGRAH
is a nctrition prograu that offers
participants free nutritious foods
to supplerient their daily diet. The
prograa serves children under six
years of age, wemen during
pregnancy and up to 12 uonths after
the birth of their baby, Food is
distributed fron our Concord
warehouse. Value $45.08 per unit.
'(An individual aay not be enrolled
in both the WIC Frograu and CS??





cititens are wekoHe to our
congregate seal sites for
nutritious hot leals,
social/recreational activities and
special events. Value $5,48 per
seal.
NE.ALS--4,a79 PERS0SS--77 $22,926.
EKERGENCY FOOD PANTRIES provide up
to three days of food for people
facing tenporary food crisis. Value





breast exams. Pap smears, pregnancy
testing, birth control and
counseling. Value $50.00 per unit. ERS0HS--4 PERSC>IS--4 $250.00
FUEL ASSISTANCE is available to
income eligible households to help
Kith energy costs during the prime
heating season. Priority is given
to the elderly and disabled. The
average benefit for the 91-92
program was $414.28 161 APPLICATIONS 161 HOUSEHOLDS $66,286.
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SERVICE DESCRIPTION UNITS or SERVICE 3ODSBH0LDS/PERSOSS TOTAL VALUE
HEALS-OS-«HSBLS provides the
delivery of nutritionally balanced
hot aeals to houebound elderly or
adult residents five days per week.
Value $5.59 per leal, MB.^LS-^Saa PE0PLS--37 $26,8«7.
RURAL TRAtlSPORTATION provides
regularly scheduled transportation
to and froa towns in Belknap and
Herrinack Counties to ledical and
professional facilities, shopping
centers, and congregate meal sites.
Value $3.57 per ride.
SENIOR COHPANION PROGRAH provides
friendly visiting and respite
services for hoaebound elderly.
Incoae eligible seniors (6?+) serve
as coapanions. Value to companions
includes ailage, weekly stipend
($4.00 per unit). Value to visitees
is coaparable to siiailar private











KEATBERIZATION iiproves the energy
efficiency of incoae eligible
households, Supplenental prograa
also includes furnace replaceient,
water beater replaceaent and roof
repair. Value includes average
laterial and labor costs of $2,267. HOHES--10 PERSO!iS--32 $22,670.00
CAKP SEBAGO provides day caaping
experience. Transportation provided
by CAP and Salvation Aray. Value
$250.00 per child. CHILDREN--6 CHILDREN--6 $1,500,«
KOMEN, INFANTS AND CHILDREN
provides specific food to
suppleaent daily diet of pregnant
or nursing woaen as well as
children under five. Participants
receive aedical/nutritional
screening, counseling and
education. Value includes cost of
vouchers and clinical services at
$38.50 per unit. VOUCHERS--85e P5RSOSS--106 $32,725.«»
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SERVICE DESCRIPTION OHITS Of SERVICE HOUSEHOLDS/PERSONS TOTAL VALUE
USDA COKMODITY FOODS distributes
federal surplus foods to inooie
eligible people through scheduled
lass distributions. Values arei
Applesauce $.37 per unit
Beef $2.80
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TOWN OF ALLENSTOWN
CONCORD REGIONAL VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION
The Concord Regional Visiting Nurse Association continues to offer tfiree major hiealth
sen/ices to the residents of Allenstown: Home Care, Hospice and Health Promotion.
Home Care Sen/ices respond to the health care needs of those patients with acute or chronic
illnesses that require skilled professional and para-professional care so they may return to or
remain in their homes. Emphasis is on promoting independence and maximum functioning
of the patient within the least restrictive setting.
Hospice Sen/ices provide professional and para-professional services to the terminally ill
patient with a limited life expectancy. The goal is to enhance the quality of the patient's
remaining life by helping he/she remain at home in comfort and dignity. Emphasis is on pain
and symptom management and skilled intervention to meet the patient's special and physical,
emotional and spiritual needs.
Health Promotion Services focus on the low and marginal income families and individuals to
prevent illness by professional assessment and screening for health risks and needs, by early
intervention to prevent, eliminate, or minimize the impact of illness and/or disability, and by
anticipatory guidance and health teaching. Emphasis is on promoting healthy children,
families and individuals through early intervention and health teaching. Sen/ices rendered in
the clinic setting are: child health, family planning, sexually transmitted disease, adult
screening, immunizations, and HIV (AIDS) testing and counseling. Home visits are made in
crisis situations and when needed health care cannot be given in the clinic. Senior health
sen/ices or provided at congregate housing sites. Professional and para-professional hourly
home services are provided on a private fee-for-service basis. Health education and
instruction are part of each home visit or clinic visit.
Anyone in Allenstown may request sen/ice; patient, doctor, health facility, pastor, friend or
neighbor. All requests are answered, but continuing home care will only be provided with a
physician's order.
A call to Concord Regional Visiting Nurse Association (224-4093) is all that is necessary to
start services or make inquiries. The CRVNA office is open Monday through Friday from
7:30am to 4:30pm. A nurse is on call for hospice and home care patients: (224-4093)
4:30pm to 7:30am daily.
Federal regulations specify a charge is applicable to all visits. Fees are scaled for the
individual without health insurance and/or who is unable to pay the full charge. However, to
fee scale, federal regulations require a financial statement be completed by the patient or
responsible person. Town monies subsidize those visits that are scaled or that no fee is
collectible.
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This agency is certified as a MedicareIMedicaid Provider, licensed by ttie State of New
Hampshire and is a member agency of the United Way or Merrimack County.
Total visits made during October 01, 1991 through September 30, 1992:







Although there was some question throughout the entire week as to whether Mother Nature
was going to smile upon the day's events, the day, including, the most important factor, the
weather, went without a hitch. There was fun for all, new rides, exciting stage entertainment,
many painted faces and full tummies (perhaps a little extra weight gained as a result), but
most of all people getting together from two towns enjoying one another's company and what
the communities offer the most, friendship.
If it was not for the help afforded the committee and the financial assistance of local
businesses, non-profit organizations and almost every town department, not to mention the
hundreds of hours of donated time by volunteers, the day would not be possible. Although
the committee enjoys the day right along with everyone else, many of the members have
donated their time year after year. On behalf of those aging and graying members, Old Home
Day needs your help. If you have always wanted to participate in something positive, please
contact a committee member or myself and make yourself known. Old Home Day improves
through the help of new volunteers .
From the feedback through the various committee members from those who attended, this
year's celebration may have marked one of the biggest successes ever. It may be hard to
beat. On behalf of the committee, a warm thank you is extended to all those who helped with
the day. We. as a committee, are looking forward to next year's event and perhaps your
assistance as part of the committee to make the day even more enjoyable .
Gary L. Fowler, Chairman




CASH REPORT - 1992
CASH ON HAND - JANUARY 01. 1992 $5,454.32
REVENUE RECEIVED DURING THE YEAR:
BUSINESS DONATIONS: $3,650.00
OLD HOME DAY RAFFLE: 925.50
TOWN OF PEMBROKE: 1,000.00








LESS EXPENDITURES FOR THE YEAR:
PARADE & BANDS:
TRI-TOWN VOLUNTEER EMERGENCYAMBULANCE SERVICE, INC.
P.O. BOX 149
PEMBROKE, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03275
Dear Residents:
It has been a busy year for Tri-Town Volunteer Ambulance personnel. IVe answered 1044
calls for assistance during 1992 with an average response time of seven minutes. Five
hundred ninety of these calls were during daytime hours of Yam to 6pm when the full-time
crew was on duty. Volunteers covered the rest of the hours and answered another 424 calls.
Unfortunately, private ambulances covered 42 calls for the year when Tri-Town Volunteers
were already covering a medical emergency or when there were no volunteers available.
Tri-Town has a large membership comprised of highly skilled and caring individuals.
However, few of our volunteers are from the towns of Hooksett, Allenstown and Pembroke.
Most of our volunteers are from outside the area and are only available during their assigned
shifts - thus we have a shortage of available attendants for second and third ambulance runs.
We need interested EMT's from the Allenstown, Pembroke and Hooksett areas to assist on
weekends and during the nights.
Tri-Town answered 225 calls for medical assistance in Allenstown with an average response
time of five minutes (from time Tri-Town was toned to our arrival on the scene). Those
patients were transported to hospitals in Concord or Manchester at NO COST to the patient
as they have been since 1972. They were attended by caring individuals who provided
quality care and did not expect any remuneration for their sen/ices.
Tri-Town has volunteers with training levels ranging from Advanced First Aid to Paramedics.
We range in age from twenty to fifty years old; experience levels from "fresh out of class" to
"very experienced'. Three attendants have been active for more than twelve years. Our
attendants are constantly upgrading their training and learning advanced skills. In the last
year, two more volunteers became paramedics and four more upgraded to Intermediate. All
of the EMT's are certified in the use of the Cardiac Monitor/Defibrillator. Tri-Town is a squad
of which the communities can be very proud.
For the second year in a row, Tri-Town Ambulance has decreased the appropriation request
from Allenstown. This decrease is due to the residents increased support for the service
during the fund drive and individual donations. We are very grateful for the support from the
community and we will continue to provide a quality sen/ice with that support. Your letters
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REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
I begin ray annual report to you by stating that 1 am very proud of the
accomplishments of the Allenstown School District. Students of the school
district receive a sound education in a clean, safe environment. I thank you
for your support of the schools, and I ask for your much needed support for
the future.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Attention to the instructional program offered Allenstown's students as well
as various teaching techniques employed by faculty continue as a most
important focus of our efforts as public educators. Curricular and
instructional effectiveness are continuously reviewed at classroom and grade
levels. Also, Allenstown's teachers and administrators participate in
district-wide studies of both major academic disciplines and the philosophical
underpinnings which guide instruction. These initiatives are based on formal
short and long-term plans as well as direction established by the school
board's annual goals.
During the past year, science has been an area of special concentration.
Faculty has redesigned the science curriculum to shift instructional emphasis
toward a more thematic-based, hands-on approach. These changes have now been
put into place and articulated in kindergarten through grade eight and are
being shared with other SAU districts. The math program continues under
revision to reflect standards adopted by the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics as well as the Math - A Way of Thinking philosophy which promotes
real-life problem solving and concrete activities. Development and
implementation of an appropriate and meaningful assessment tool such as the
use of language arts literacy profiles in first grade as well as the process
of integrating computer use and instruction into major disciplines at all
grade levels continue to be priorities. Teachers have also structured and
reinforced the district's homework philosophy and practices as well as
examined and updated the primary reporting system.
Regular and special educators continue to work collaboratively to provide
services for students with special needs. These services allow children with
disabilities to be included in programs with non-handicapped students for a
large portion of the day. Some programs, such as the Collaborative Program,
allow special needs students to be included totally with their peers. Grants
are used to support these programs throughout the district. At the preschool
level, grants provide the services of a preschool liaison. The preschool
liaison assists parents of chilc^rnn with handicaps as these children prepare
to enter the elementary school. Also, grants are used to provide students
with various educational testing so that teachers may plan strategies and
provide related services to meet individual student needs. Pembroke Academy
has received a grant which funds support for students as they investigate post
secondary educational opportunities. Another grant is used to help younger
high school students as tltey plan and make decisions about their lives after
graduation.
The Allenstown School District continues to receive federal Chapter 1 funds
to support its tutorial programs in reading and math. The FY 1992 allocation
of $88,770 funds four certified tutors and one instructional assistant as well
as instructional and assessment materials. During the 1991-92 school year
fifty-three students received tutorial services in reading and thirty-two
received services in math. Allenstown is part of the Long Range Planning
study of Chapter I to determine the direction of the program for the next five
years in view of the projected decrease in funding based on the 1990 census.
Citizen participation at the Allenstown School District is a very valuable
component of the success of the school. I wish to express my thanks to all of
those who have given so freely of their time in the form of volunteerism and
in other forms of citizen involvement. Please feel free to contact Mrs. Donna
Blazon or Mr. Fred Dunlop sliould you wish to become more actively involved in
your school.
The demand for good teachers and good teaching is quite apparent. Parents
and teachers are the most important people in the educational lives of
children. For your schools to do the kind of job expected by you, we need to
take measures to retain the best teachers and hire quality teachers. Your
support of the new teacher contract is essential if we are to achieve this
goal. I strongly urge you to support our efforts in providing a quality
education for the children of Allenstown by voting in favor of the new teacher
contract
.
On behalf of my office staff, 1 thank you for your continued support of the
Allenstown School District and of SAU #53. I look forward to working with you





MINUTES OF THE ALLENSTOWN SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
MARCH 11, 1992
The Allenstown School District Annual Meeting was held on Wednesday evening, March 11,
1992, at the Allenstown Elementary School. In attendance were officers of the Allenstown
School District, members of the School Administration, faculty and staff, as well as fifty
qualified voters.
The Acting Moderator, Roger Blazon, called the meeting to order at 7:00 P.M. Mr. Blazon
introduced all school officials seated at the head table and led those assembled in the
Pledge of Allegiance. The meeting then progressed with the reading of the School District
Warrant.
Article I: TO HEAR THE REPORTS OF AGENTS, AUDITORS, COMMITTEES, OR OFFICERS CHOSEN, AND TO
PASS ANY VOTE RELATING THERETO.
Donna Blazon, Principal of the Allenstown Elementary School addressed the
School District Meeting. In her comments, Mrs. Blazon thanked Gerry Lavoie for
his generosity to the school. Also noted for their contributions to the School
District were faculty members Phyllis Irzyk, Harriet Cunha, and Jaci-Gagne for
their work on the playground. In addition, parent volunteers Lori Bean, Dawn
Labrecque and Brenda Merrill were thanked for their work with the APPLE parent
group. Mrs. Blazon noted that AES is utilizing the Positive Discipline Program
with very good results. Finally, Mrs. Blazon thanked the Allenstown Community
for its continued support of the Allenstown schools.
Fred Dunlop, Principal of the Armand R. Dupont School, addressed the Meeting.
Mr. Dunlop opened with a quote from Socrates and then commented that today's
young people are under unique stress. Mr. Dunlop thanked the parent volunteer
group for its valuable assistance at the ARD. Mr. Dunlop also congratulated
Allenstown for its commitment to equitable education funding and the Claremont
School funding legal suit. Finally, Mr. Dunlop mentioned the After-School
Tutorial Program and thanked the community for its continued support.
Article 2: TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE THE SCHOOL BOARD TO ACCEPT GIFTS
AND DONATIONS FROM ANY SOURCE ON BEHALF OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT.
A motion was made by Edmond Duchesne and seconded by Evelyn Guilbeault to
accept this article as read. There was no discussion, a voice vote was taken,
and this article was declared passed.
Article 3: TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE THE SCHOOL BOARD TO APPLY FOR,
ACCEPT, AND EXPEND, WITHOUT FURTHER ACTION BY THE SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING,
MONEY FROM THE STATE, FEDERAL, OR OTHER GOVERNMENTAL UNITS OR A PRIVATE SOURCE
WHICH BECOMES AVAILABLE DURING THE 1992-93 SCHOOL FISCAL YEAR, PROVIDED THAT
SUCH EXPENDITURE BE MADE FOR PURPOSES FOR WHICH A SCHOOL DISTRICT MAY
APPROPRIATE MONEY AND THAT SUCH EXPENDITURE NOT REQUIRE THE EXPENDITURE OF
OTHER SCHOOL DISTRICT FUNDS. FURTHER, THAT THE SCHOOL BOARD HOLD A PUBLIC
HEARING PRIOR TO ACCEPTING AND SPENDING SUCH MONEY AND HAVE THE APPROVAL OF THE
MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE.
A motion was made by Ed Duchesne and seconded by Steve Fowler to accept this
article as read. There was no discussion, and after a voice vote was taken,
the article was declared passed.
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Article 4: TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF FIVE
THOUSAND DOLLARS ($5,000.00) FOR THE ADDITIONAL COST ITEMS AS SET FORTH IN THE
LATEST COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT WITH THE ALLENSTOWN EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION FOR THE 1992-93 FISCAL YEAR ONLY, EACH SUBSEQUENT YEAR TO BE
SUBJECT TO APPROVAL BY THE DISTRICT VOTERS, OR TAKE ANY ACTION IN RELATION
THERETO.
A motion was made by Ed Duchesne and seconded by Roger Menard to accept this
article as read. Rep. George Letourneau asked if this amount was included in
the budget committee's request. An explanation was given that this amount was
included in the requested amount. There was no further discussion, a voice
vote was taken, and the article was declared passed.
Article 5: TO SEE WHAT SUM OF MONEY THE DISTRICT WILL RAISE AND APPROPRIATE FOR THE
SUPPORT OF SCHOOLS, FOR THE PAYMENT OF SALARIES AND BENEFITS FOR SCHOOL
DISTRICT OFFICIALS AND AGENTS AND FOR THE PAYMENT OF STATUTORY OBLIGATIONS OF
THE DISTRICT.
A motion was made by George Letourneau and seconded by Ed Duchesne to
appropriate the amount of four million thirty-seven thousand sixteen dollars
($4,037,016.00). There was no discussion, and after a voice vote was taken,
this article was declared passed.
Article 6: TO CHOOSE AGENTS AND COMMITTEES IN RELATION TO ANY SUBJECTS EMBRACED IN THE
WARRANT.
There was no action taken under this article.
Article 7: TO TRANSACT ANY OTHER BUSINESS THAT MAY LEGALLY COME BEFORE SAID MEETING.
A motion was made by Peter Viar and seconded by Roger Menard to adjourn the
meeting. A voice vote was taken and the motion was declared passed. The
Moderator adjourned the meeting at 7:15 P.M.
Respectfully submitted,
Patricia Nardone Boucher
Allenstown School District Clerk
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ALLENSTOWN SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT IN THE TOWN OF
ALLENSTOWN, QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN DISTRICT AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at the St. John Baptiste
Parish Hall in said District, on the 9th day of March, 1993 at
7:00 o'clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a member of the School Board for the ensuing
thre*? years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
The polls are to open at 7:00 A.M. and will close not earlier
than 7:00 o ' clock P.M.
All other School District business to be conducted at the
regular School District meeting as otherwise posted.







THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT IN THE TOWN OF
ALLENSTOWN IN THE COUNTY OF MERRIMACK QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN
DISTRICT AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Allenstown Elementary
School in said District, on the 10th day of March, 1993 at 7:00
o'clock in the evening, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees,
Officers chosen, and to pass any vote relating thereto.
o r
2. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School
Board to accept gifts and donations from any source on behalf of
the School District.
3. Shall the District accept the provisions or RSA 198:20-b
providing that any School District at an annual meeting may adopt
an article authorizing indefinitely, until specific recission of
such authority, the School Board to apply for, accept and expend,
without formal action by the School District, money from a state,
federal or other governmental unit or private source which
becomes available during the fiscal year.
4. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $43,500 for the additional cost items as set forth in
the latest collective bargaining agreement with the Allenstown
Education Association for the 1993-94 fiscal year only, each
subsequent year to be subject to approval by the District voters,
or take any action in relation thereto. (Budget Committee
recommends approval.)
5. To see if the District will vote to establish a capital
reserve fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 known as the School
Facilities Capital Reserve fund for the construction and/or
reconstruction of school buildings and/or for the addition to
existing school buildings and to raise and appropriate the sum of
$25,000 to be placed in this fund, and to designate the school
board as agents to expend. (Budget Committee does not recommend
approval. )
6. To see if the School District will vote to authorize the
Treasurer, with the approval of the School Board, to appoint a
Deputy Treasurer. Said Deputy shall be sworn, shall have the
powers of the Treasurer, and may be removed at the discretion of
the Treasurer.
7. To see what sum of money the District will raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, for the payment of
salaries and benefits for school district officials and agents
and for the payment of statutory obligations of the District.
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8. To choose Agents and Committees in relation to any
subjects embraced in the Warrant.
9. To transact any other business that may legally come
before said meeting.






























Attendance & Social Work. 170.00
Guidance 104,905.00
Health 23,106.00
Other Pupil Services 530.00
Instructional Staff Services...




All Other Objects 16,122.00
S.A.U. Management Services... 75,078.00
Other Gen. Adm. Services 2,190.00
School Administration Services 161,140.00
Business Services
Operation/Maint. of Plant 198,270.00
Pupil Transportation 118,119.00
Other Support Services 323,611.00
FACILITIES ACQUISITION & CONST.. 3.00
OTHER OUTLAYS
Debt Service
Principal 1 30 , 000 . 00
Interest 102,400.00
Fund Transfers 4.00
To Federal Projects Fund 10,000.00
To Food Service Fund 147,000.00





























REVENUES & CREDITS AVAILABLE Revenues
TO REDUCE SCHOOL TAXES 1992-93
Unreserved Fund Balance $ 97,150.00
Foundation Aid 1,083,323.00
School Building Aid 39,000.00
Catastrophic Aid 11,334.00
Child Nutrition 5,544.00
ECIA - I & II 8,162.00
Child Nutrition Program 41,931.00
Earnings on Investments 8,416.00
Pupil Activities - Transportation 14,611.00
Lunch Sales 99,525.00
TOTAL SCHOOL REVENUES & CREDITS $1,408,996.00
DISTRICT ASSESSMENT 2,628,020.00


























REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
For the Fiscal Year July 1, 1991 to June 30, 1992
SDMMART
Cash on Hand July 1, 1991 $ 395,057.41
Received from Selectmen $2,508,073.00
Revenue from State Sources 1,057,147.55
Received from Tuitions 18,934.18
Received from Other Sources 102,334.72
TOTAL RECEIPTS
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year





ALLENSTOWN SCHOOL DISTRICT STATISTICS
For the School Year Ending June 30, 1992






















770 Unreserved Fund Balance,
June 30, 1992 $ 20,000.00
4000 REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCES
4410 Elementary & Secondary Education
Title 1 - Pine Haven
4450 Adult Education
4470 Handicapped Foundation (P.L. 94-142)
Other 89:313
Pre-School Incentive
1000 LOCAL REVENUE EXCLUSIVE
OF DISTRICT SHARE
Tuition/Transportation 505,354.00
TOTAL REVENUES $ 953,184.00
270,
Estimated Expenditures
Function Object Purpose of Expenditure
1000 INSTRUCTION
1200 All Special Programs $ 36,061.00
2000 SUPPORT SERVICES
2110 All Attendance and Social Work 2,000.00
2190 All Other Pupil Services 763,637.00
2200 INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF SERVICES
2210 All Improvement of Instruction 1,501.00
2300 GENERAL ADMINISTRATION SERVICES
2310 All School Administrative Unit Board 5,852.00
2320 All Office of the Superintendent 188,683.00
2330 All Special Area Administrative Services 89,181.00
2390 All Other General Administration Services.... 44,397.00
2500 BUSINESS SERVICES
2520 All Fiscal 87,829.00
2540 All Operation & Maintenance of Plant 21,870.00
2550 All Pupil Transportation 31,916.00
2590 All Other Business Services 1,294.00
2600 MANAGERIAL SERVICES 30,438.00
2900 OTHER SUPPORT SERVICES 136,791.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $1,441,450.00
LESS ESTIMATED REVENUES 953,184.00
AMOUNT TO BE SHARED BY DISTRICTS $ 488,266.00
DISTRICTS' SHARE OF SAU
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Concord, NH 03302-0457
TO : Aliens town
Your report of appropriations voted and property taxes to be raised for
the 1992-93 school year has been approved on the following basis:
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS: $4,037,016.00
Revenues and Credits:
Unreserved Fund Balance 97,150.00
Revenue From State Source:
Foundation Aid 1,083,323.00
School Building Aid 39,000.00
Catastrophic Aid 11,334.00
Child Nutrition 5,544.00
Revenue From Federal Sources:
Child Nutrition Program
Other




TOTAL SCHOOL REVENUES & CREDITS $1,408,996.00
DISTRICT ASSESSMENT 2 , 628 ,020.00
TOTAL APPROPRIATION $4,037,016.00




In recent years, Allenstown has been a community that is usually noted for its'
improprieties. Little recognition is given to the positive attributes of our town.
However, the school system in Allenstown continues to be an exciting and energetic place
of learning for children and teachers. This school system has a lot to be proud of.
Given today's economic and social conditions, these last few years have been difficult
ones for many of the towns' residents. Yet, Allenstown is clearly dedicated to the future
as evidence by the communities' continued support and interest to the schools' students,
programs, and personnel.
Community support and an experienced staff are the two elements that have combined to
create a successful school system. We are fortunate to have both, as they ensure our
students solid educational opportunities. By working together, as best we can, our
schools will be what we make them.
In order to remain effective and as current as possible, the school district
continually updates and reviews its' curriculum areas. The latest focus has been in the
area of science. An extensive review of available materials was undertaken, resulting in
the purchasing and implementation of science materials which focus on the development of
critical thinking skills and decision-making skills at the appropriate developmental
levels. The professional staff continue to enhance their skills to teach in the classroom
by participating ia workshops, courses and conferences. Teachers have been given
professional opportunities to grow and become enriched in the basic skill areas of
reading, writing and mathematics.
The Intensive Phonics Program is now being implemented at the K-3 level. It has been
gradually introduced at each grade level and is now school-wide. Teachers have been
excited about implementing this program and children have progressed well with this strand
of language arts. The kindergarten classes were integrated into the main building this
school year. Art and music classes are now being conducted in the modular classrooms.
Regular and special education teachers have worked together to be able to provide
students with varying abilities and needs to work together in integrated settings. The
goal is for all children to be provided with equal educational opportunities and to be
included within regular classroom settings. Teachers and parents have been extremely
pleased with the accomplishments of the students.
In 1987, a committee was established to project the future enrollment of the town. It
was projected to skyrocket. I want to inform you that this has not occurred. Allenstown
Elementary School (K-3) opened its' doors this fall with a population of 260 students.
This was a reduction of approximately 46 students from the previous year. This
significant decrease was unanticipated yet welcomed. The readiness program was integrated
into the first grade setting, and a staff member was reassigned to the fourth grade a week
before school began, due to the enrollment at that particular grade level.
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I wish to recognize the APPLE Organization that contributes so much to the school.
APPLE stands f or. . .Allenstown Parents Participating in Learning Experiences. . .and we are
indeed fortunate to have such a dedicated group of people. Through their fund-raising
efforts, contributions were made to upgrade the playground for the students. Swings, a
seesaw, and a geodesic dome were the additional pieces of equipment which were added to
the playground. This past August was the first time that the district entered a float in
the Old Home Day Parade! The theme for the float was "Navigating For The Future." It was
fund project and we were recognized with a plague for being runner-up in the children's
division. Lori Bean, Dawn Labrecque and Brenda Merrill continue to provide leadership
with this parent group. Ann Viar coordinates the volunteer program and we are grateful
for her efforts as well.
The success of the school program can be attributed to many people. On behalf of the
students and staff of Allenstown Elementary School, I want to express our gratitude and
support regarding your commitment to education. Thank you. Be assured that we will
continue to provide the very best, yet affordable, education that we can for tlie children
of Allenstown.
Respectfully submitted.
Donna L. Noel-Blazon, Principal
Allenstown Elementary School
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ARMAND R. DUPONT SCHOOL
PRINCIPAL'S REPORT 1992
Each year as I prepare for this report I reflect on all that has
transpired relative to the education of the children of Allenstown.
It would be easy to focus on the negative, given the tremendous
economic impacts suffered by nearly everyone in the area.
Fortunately, despite the hardships that many have endured, education
remains a strong priority for the town. For this support, all of us
that are involved in educating children are appreciative.
Several changes to the physical plant were required during the past
year. Periodic water leakage into what was formally the bowling
alley area created serious concerns. Equipment damage and mold
growth in the carpets required that immediate remedial steps be
taken. A major improvement in the building environment has resulted
from the installation of a perimeter drain system around the gym
area. To date we have not aKperienced any water leakage and the
staff reports that the air in the building is free from periodic mold
odors .
Additional changes include the installation of a basic security
system. Twice last year the school was entered by unauthorized
individuals. Fortunately, very little damage was done but increased
security was clearly indicated to prevent possible serious damage in
the future as has been experienced in other schools. The school also
has available a portable stage access ramp. This equipment will
bring us in compliance with federal requirements for handicapped
access a mi will insure that all of our students will be able to
participate in state presentations such as talent shows, drama
programs, and graduation exercises.
A significant increase in the number of "facilities use" requests
has been experienced. It is gratifying to see the building being
utilized by community organizations such as the Girl Scout Brownies,
CYO Basketball, Girls' Youth Basketball, Booster Club, and the
CAP/Share Program.
Pr og r amma t i cal ly the school district continues to address
curriculum needs through a well-planned budgetary process. Last year
was the purchase year for science textbooks and equipment; currently
the math committee is finalizing textbook purchase decisions.
The parents' group, APPLE, continues to be a wonderful asset to the
school. Their support of the school through fund-raising activities
and school volunteer participation is truly appreciated. It is very
gratifying to see concerned parents actively involved in supporting
positive activities for children. Their time and effort demonstrates
the power of parent and community involvement in their schools.
In closing, I want to personally thank the citizens of Allenstown
for their ongoing support in maintaining a strong educational system
for all of the district's children.
Respectfully submitted,
Frederick H. Dunlop, Principal



















Reading Spec. Strong, Betty
Elementary Wheeler, Carin
Elementary Yeaton, Penelope
Resource Room Bent, Kathleen
Learning Disability Boyle, Maria
Speech Therapist Sullivan, Karen
Spec. Ed. Director Suprenant, Maria
Speech Therapist Day, June
Occupational Ther. Dyment, Jane





ARMAND R. DUPONT SCHOOL
CLASS OF 1992
Autumn M. Barton
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BRENT W. WASHBURN, CPA
Route 9 Box 228





Members of the Board:
I have audited the general purpose financial statements of the Allenstown School
District as of and for the year ended June 30, 1992, and have issued my report
thereon dated December 15, 1992.
1 conducted my audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards
and Government Auditing Standards , issued by the Comptroller General of the
United States, and Office of Management and Budget Circular A-128, "Audits of
State and Local Governments." Those standards require that I plan and perform
the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general purpose
financial statements are free of material misstatements.
In planning and performing my audit of the general purpose financial statements
of the Allenstown School District for the year ended June 30, 1992, 1 considered
its internal control structure in order to determine my auditing procedures for
the purpose of expressing my opinion on the general purpose financial statements
and not to provide assurance on the internal control structure.
The management of Allenstown School District is responsible for establishing and
maintaining an internal control structure. In fulfilling this responsibility,
estimates and judgements by management are required to assess the expected
benefits and related costs of internal control structure policies and
procedures. The objectives of an internal control structure are to provide
management with reasonable, but not absolute assurance that assets are
safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or disposition, and that
transactions are executed in accordance with management's authorization and
recorded properly to permit the preparation of general purpose financial
statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. Because
of inherent limitations in any internal control structure, errors or
irregularities may nevertheless occur and not be detected. Also, projection of
any evaluation of the structure to future periods is subject to the risk that
procedures may become inadequate because of changes in conditions or that the
effectiveness of the design and operation of policies and procedures may
deteriorate.
For the purpose of this report, I have classified the significant internal
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For all of the internal structure categories listed above, I obtained an
understanding of the design of relevant policies and procedures and whether they
have been placed in operation, and I assessed control risk
I noted certain matters involving the internal control structure and its
operation that I consider to be reportable conditions under standards
established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.
Reportable conditions involve matters coming to my attention relating to
significant deficiencies in the design or operation of the internal control
structure that, in ray judgement, could adversely affect the entity's ability to
record, process summarize and report financial data consistent with the
assertions of management in the general purpose financial statements.
Reportable conditions:
1 : Inventory of Fixed Assets
Criteria: Inventory of fixed assets represents a significant control tool in
monitoring the School District assets and is essential to prepare reliable
financial statements.
Condition: The School District does not have a schedule of assets controlled
by the School District. Schedules of assets purchased by federal grants
has been maintained.
Cause: The normal practice of governmental units in New Hampshire has been to
expense the fixed asset as purchase, and not to maintain any detail
schedule of assets in use.
Recommendation: The District cause an inventory of these assets as soon as
practical. The existence of fixed asset records will not only aid
district officials in their control of these assets, but should be an
invaluable tool in long range planning. General accepted accounting
principles require fixed asset reporting as part of the general purpose
financial statements and the audit opinion is being qualified due to the
omission of this schedule.
Management Response: A study completed by Dick Goodman of the New Hampshire
School Board Association confirmed the need for a new computer system for
the School Administrative Unit office. Fixed asset reporting software
will be a requirement of the system that is ultimately purchased.
2 : School Lunch Sales
Criteria: The school lunch sale represents a significant portion of the food
service revenue. Accurate revenue data is essential to prepare reliable
financial statements.
Condition: The food lunch director controls all aspects of the food service
activities, including collection and depositing of money, issuing of lunch
tickets, statics of meals served, reporting to State, etc.
Cause: The separation of duties is not practicable in this area, and the
district has not invested in control mechanisms at the point of sale.
Recommendation: The district investigate the feasibility of control
procedures that would reconcile the revenue received with the lunch
tickets issued. The scope of the audit testing will be limited to
reconciling recorded receipts with the bank statement. The audit option
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Reportable Conditions: (Continued)
Management Response: The food service directors have been advised to train
their assistant in all activities involving money. Their assistants
would perform these activities and both employees would audit each
other's tabulations periodically.
3: Unsecured Cash
Criteria: The internal control procedures are designed to safeguard the
assets of the School District.
Condition: The bank balance as per the bank statements was consistently over
the amount insured by federal bank deposit insurance. At one point
during the year the balance reached $568,324.
Cause: The need for manageable requests from the Town for money appropriated
results in large deposits.
Recommendation: The cash flow be analyzed to insure that the cash balance is
maintained at its lowest possible amount. The School Board should try to
negotiate an arrangement with the banking institution, thereby the amount
above the insurance would be collateralized with bank assets. The vendor
and payroll activities be separated into two different banks.
Management Response: Several collateralization agreements have been
presented to the school district's attorneys, however we have not yet
found one that they will approve to secure district funds. The treasurer
is monitoring cash needs and moving funds between accounts to meet
obligations, but still keep balances as low as possible.
4: Contract Signature
Criteria: The contracts represents control over payroll expenses and
designed to safeguard the dispersal over the single largest expense area
of the School District.
Condition: In the review of contracts in the test of payroll transactions,
one contract and W-4 were made out to the nickname of the employee. The
other documents including the payment check were prepared in the legal
name.
Cause: In many instances the contracts are prepared and offered to the
teachers prior to receiving other related documentation.
Recommendation: In the situation where it becomes known that the original
contract was not correct, a revised contract should be prepared with the
correct information.
Management Response: Job applications will be revised to read "legal name"
and we will use the application to cross-check the spelling of names on
other employment documents.
A material weakness is a reportable condition in which the design or operation
of the specific internal control structure elements does not reduce to a
relatively low level the risk that errors or irregularities in amounts that
would be material in relation to the general purpose financial statements being
audited may occur and not be detected within a timely period by employees in
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My consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily
disclose all matters in the internal control structure that might be reportable
conditions and, accordingly, would not necessarily disclose all reportable
conditions that are also considered to be material weakness as defined above.
However, I believe none of the reportable conditions described above is a
material weakness.
I also have discussion about other matters involving procedures associated with
internal control structure and its operation that have not been reported to
management, but they were designed to assist management in making decisions on
improvements to the system of internal control.
This report is intended for the information of management, the School Board,
the cognizant audit agency, and other federal audit agencies. This restriction
is not intended to limit the distribution of this report, which is a matter of
public record.
I extend my thanks to the officials and employees of the Allenstown School
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